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Roses Red in the Garden.

Roses red in the garden,
  Happy birds on the tree,
The voice of June in the breezes,
  The busy hum of a bee.

Dear little sunlit garden,
  The home of a might have been,
The realm of an uncrown'd empress,
  And throne of a blue-eyed queen.

Oh, for the sunlit garden,
  Oh, for the roses there,
And you with your feet in the daisies,
  And the sun on your golden hair.

Howard Fisher.
Roses Red in the Garden.

Words by
HOWARD FISHER.

Music by
LANDON RONALD.

Andante con moto.

VOICE.

PIANO.

Roses red in the garden, Happy birds on the tree, The

voice of June in the breezes, The busy hum of a
Dear little sun-lit garden, The home of a might have been. The realm of an uncrowed empress. And throne of a blue-eyed queen.

Oh, for the sun-lit garden, Oh, for the roses
there, And you with your feet in the daisies, And the
sun on your golden hair. Roses red in the

garden, Happy birds on the tree!

E. S. S. 4151.
SUNSET-LAND.

IV.
At the Rainbow's End.

Lyric by ARTHUR L. SALMON.

Music by LANDON RONALD.

Allegro con spirito.

Voice.

Piano.

I am passing through the meadows To the rain-bow's end, Through the sunshine and the
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